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1 Abstract

Exabytes of data; several hundred thousand TPC-C transactions per second on a single

computing core; scale-up to hundreds of cores and a dozen Terabytes of main memory;

scale-out to thousands of nodes with close to Petabyte-sized main memories; and mas-

sively parallel query processing are a reality in data management. But, hold on a second:

for how many users exactly? How many users do you know that really have to han-

dle these kinds of massive datasets and extreme query workloads? On the other hand:

how many users do you know that are fighting to handle relatively small datasets, say in

the range of a few thousand to a few million rows per table? How come some of the

most popular open source DBMS have hopelessly outdated optimizers producing ineffi-

cient query plans? How come people don’t care and love it anyway? Could it be that

most of the world’s data management problems are actually quite small? How can we

increase the impact of database research in areas when datasets are small? What are the

typical problems? What does this mean for database research? We discuss research chal-

lenges, directions, and a concrete technical solution coined PDbF: Portable Database Files.

This is an extended version of an abstract and Gong Show talk presented at CIDR 2015

(http://www.cidrdb.org/cidr2015/Papers/11 Abstract17DJ.pdf).
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His research focuses on fast access to big data including in particular: data analytics

on large datasets, Hadoop MapReduce, main-memory databases, and database indexing.
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